
Cleopatra VII:
How Modernity Altered One of Egypt’s Most Infamous Pharaohs

● Cleopatra VII is one of the most famous Egyptians pharaohs in 
history, and she lives in infamy. Most of us are familiar with 
Shakespeare’s portrayal of her, or from the 1963 movie starring 
Elizabeth Taylor. 

● Her image has been tarred since before her death in 30 BCE due 
to power struggles and propaganda

● I think it’s important to lay down some background first before 
we proceed:
○ Cleopatra was born in 69 BCE to the ruling family, the 

Ptolemy’s
○ The Ptolemy’s were a Greek family, though they followed the 

customs of Egyptian royalty
○ she murdered her siblings for sole rule of Egypt
■ Caesar helped her gain sole rule over Egypt and they 

entered into a sexual relationship

○ after Caesar’s death, she eventually entered into a romantic 
relationship with Mark Antony
■ together they attempted to take over most of the 

Mediterranean 
■ both were seen as a threat by Octavian

○ Octavian planned an attack against Egypt, and in 30 BCE, 
Cleopatra VII killed herself

Introduction & Background

● Terms to define
○ BCE: before common era
○ CE: current era
○ modernity: the quality or condition of being modern; a modern way of 

thinking or working

Terms

● Cleopatra VII’s character has been mythologized 
since her death, and with this mythology 
surrounding her, she has become the object of 
fascination to many- including Plutarch

● Joyce Tyldesley says of Cleopatra VII’s treatment 
after her death:
○ “Cleopatra, stripped of any political validity, 

was to be remembered as that immoral foreign 
woman. Almost overnight she became the most 
frightening of Roman stereotypes: an unnatural 
female.”

● newly announced remake of the 1963 film and 
current “whitewashing” claims

● mythos used to defame, but has backfired
● going forward with research, one must be aware of 

the propaganda during her life and after her death 
and also of the characterization she has received in 
fiction

● Cleopatra VII will continue to fascinate the world, 
as she has done since her death in 30 BCE

Conclusion
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Analysis
● Fiction versus reality
○ Shakespeare
○ Dante
○ Late-1800s painters
○ Cleopatra (1963)

● Propaganda 
○ Power & seduction & fear
○ The fate of women who use their minds

● Presentist-feminist historical approaches versus the evidence
● Orientalism
○ As defined by Edward Said, “Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed 

as the corporate institution for dealing with the Orient--dealing with it by 
making statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by 
teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western 
style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the 
Orient.”

● Lack of primary sources, lack of research, and going forward into the 
future


